
LIFE GROUP COVENANT 
 
The purpose of the Life Group Covenant is to discuss and clarify our Life Group’s goals, 
expectations, and commitments. 
 
 

PURPOSE 
The purpose of our Life Group is to help us grow and become like Christ. We’ll do this by 
focusing on three primary activities each week: 
 
 SHARING 
Each week we will be sharing what is happening in our lives. At first this will include planned 
sharing questions to help us get to know each other. After a few weeks, our time together will 
become more natural and personal, as we feel more comfortable with each other.  
 
 STUDY 
Each week we’ll share what we are learning from our LG Study (either a sermon-based study 
or a book study). Our goal is to learn how to live out our faith in everyday life, as we grow in 
becoming passionate Christ-followers. 
 
 SUPPORT 
Each week we’ll learn how to love and support one another as Christ commanded (John 15:9-
13).  This can take many forms such as prayer, encouragement, challenging one another, and 
meeting real needs. 
 
 

ELEMENTS OF A HEALTHY GROUP 
In order to do life together well, we commit to: 
 
 Making spiritual growth our number one priority: Ephesians 4:15 
 

 Accepting one another: Romans 15:7 
 

 Taking care of one another: James 2:8 
 

 Treating each other with respect: Ephesians 4:29 
 

 Keeping our commitments to the group: Matthew 5:37 
 

 Honoring confidentiality: Proverbs 11:13 
 

 Giving everyone a chance to share: James 1:19 
 
 



COMMITMENTS 
 
 
Dates   We’ll meet on ____________________ nights for __________ weeks.  
    Our final meeting for the session will be on ____________________. 
 

Time   We’ll arrive at __________ and begin the meeting at __________.  
We’ll spend approximately _______ minutes singing worship songs (optional), 
_______ minutes in study/discussion, and _______ minutes in prayer/sharing. 

 

Children  Group members are responsible to arrange childcare for their children. 
    Nursing newborns are welcome if they are not a distraction to the group. 
 

Study   Our studies will focus on the same topic covered in the previous weekend’s   
    sermon or an appropriate personal growth topic. 
    Our group plans to study: ________________________________________ 
 

 We will do our Life Group Study ahead of time and come prepared to share 
what we are learning in our discussion time together. Most weeks require 
about an hour to prepare for the group study and discussion. 

 

Attendance We will attend each week, as regular attendance is key to growing authentic 
relationships. Obviously life happens and we get sick or have conflicts, but 
these should be the exception, not the routine. If we cannot come to a 
meeting, we will let the group know. 

 

Desserts   We will take turns bringing dessert/snack each week. 
 

Socials We will plan on doing something fun together outside of our Life Group in the 
first part of the session. 

 

Service We will plan on doing some service together over the course of the session 
(this may become our social, too!). 

 
 
We agree together in Christ to honor this covenant. 
To be decided by each person on or before the third week of the session. 
 

1. ________________________________  8.  ________________________________ 
 

2. ________________________________  9.  ________________________________ 
 

3. ________________________________  10.  ________________________________ 
 

4. ________________________________  11. ________________________________ 
 

5. ________________________________  12. ________________________________ 
 

6. ________________________________  13. ________________________________ 
 

7. ________________________________  14.  ________________________________ 
 


